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PANDEMIC CHARACTERISTICS

*Defining Pandemic*
Where epidemic is defined as an outbreak of an infectious disease in a given area or population, the Public Health Agency of Canada defines pandemic as “a worldwide outbreak of a specific disease which affects a large proportion of the population.” In both situations (an epidemic or a pandemic) the number of infected cases is in excess of what is typically expected in a given area or population.

The definition of pandemic does not specify a particular type of disease; however, influenza is the most common type of communicable disease that can lead to pandemics based on historical evidence. Pandemic influenza occurs when humans become susceptible to a new influenza A virus, in which they have little or no immunity against, and progresses to a worldwide spread. A pandemic influenza differs from seasonal influenza in potential lethal impact.

Although seasonal influenza virus strains do change, vaccines are available ahead of time to help people develop antibodies and protect them from anticipated influenza virus strains contained in the vaccines. Virus strains arising from pandemic influenza cannot be predicted ahead of time to produce vaccines. Depending on the severity of the pandemic influenza, significant hospitalization and deaths can occur worldwide.

*Pandemic Influenza Phases*
Although we cannot predict when the next pandemic will occur, The World Health Organization outlines four phases of pandemic influenza based on global averages of infected cases over time:

- Pandemic phase – the global spread of influenza caused by the new subtype
- Transition phase – de-escalation of spread of influenza and reduction of global response activities

The pandemic phase consisting of outbreaks and transmission of the influenza virus may last 12 to 18 months. The effects of pandemic influenza may also occur in two or more waves with transmission of the virus escalating, de-escalating, and then escalating again.

*Transmission*
Pandemic influenza virus is expected to behave like seasonal influenza in many ways including incubation period, period of communicability, and modes of transmission. Droplet transmission from coughing or sneezing and direct/indirect contact transmission with an infected person or contaminated surfaces are main modes of transmission for the virus. However, transmission from an asymptomatic individual is possible.

RESPONSE MEASURES

*Antivirals and Vaccines*
Antivirals are medications used to treat influenza at the start of a pandemic, particularly when vaccines are initially unavailable to prevent transmission. In 2004, Canada created the National Antiviral Stockpile (NAS) to ensure that there will be equitable access and adequate supply of antivirals across the country. Each province maintains a portion of the NAS, and works collaboratively with the federal government and their own regional health authority(ies) in the administration and distribution of antivirals. In Alberta, Alberta Health will be responsible for distributing the antivirals from the provincial stockpile. Alberta Health Services (AHS) and First Nations and Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB) of Health Canada then take over in the delivery and
administration of antivirals to Albertans. Antivirals from the NAS will be free of charge with a prescription during a pandemic influenza.\textsuperscript{10}

A new pandemic influenza virus could be resistant to existing antivirals.\textsuperscript{11} This makes antiviral and vaccine production challenging, especially when they can only be developed once the virus has been determined.\textsuperscript{12} However, vaccines remain one of the most effective ways for preventing pandemic influenza transmission, particularly for children.\textsuperscript{13} Like with antivirals, vaccine distribution is a collaborative effort between federal and provincial jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{14} Alberta Health will provide policy guidelines and will determine vaccine allocation within the province according to national recommendations. AHS and FNIHB will be responsible for the administration of vaccines to Albertans. Vaccines will be available in stages for everyone who wants to be immunized, and prioritization of the initial supply to Albertans will be based on factors such as disease and vaccine characteristics, ethical considerations, vaccine supply, as well as operational and/or geographical considerations. These considerations from the provincial government align with federal goals to minimize serious illness and overall death in the Canadian population and to minimize societal disruption.\textsuperscript{15}

**Personal Protective Measures**

Protective measures such as social distancing, hand hygiene, personal protective equipment and respiratory etiquette are commonly practiced to prevent transmission.\textsuperscript{16} Social distancing reduces the opportunities for transmission by minimizing close contact among persons in public spaces. Points to consider under social distancing include:

- Avoiding crowded places during a pandemic
- Staying home when sick
- Not sharing personal items that contact bodily fluids (e.g. drinks)
- Visiting someone with influenza like symptoms only if necessary. If visiting, stand more than one meter away from them whenever possible

As healthcare professionals, exercising social distancing can be difficult. Therefore, hand hygiene is highly recommended as it is extremely protective against influenza infection.\textsuperscript{17} LPNs are reminded to wash their hands or apply hand sanitizer before and after contact with clients or with contaminated surfaces. Whenever possible, hand washing should be prioritized over hand sanitizer use because it is more effective. While there is mixed evidence or little evidence on the effectiveness of the use of facemasks or respirators and respiratory etiquette (e.g. covering nose and mouth with tissue when coughing or sneezing), their combined usage with frequent hand hygiene can be highly protective against pandemic influenza infections for high-risk populations like healthcare workers.\textsuperscript{18}

LPNs can find more detailed resources on the CLPNA website. Resources cover a variety of topics including: influenza virus and symptoms, transmission precautions, hand hygiene, and communicable diseases. LPNs are encouraged to take the self-study course on infection prevention and control as part of their continuing competency requirement and to learn more about influenza and other communicable diseases.

This FACT SHEET is linked to other CLPNA documents and external resources:
- Practice Policy: Expectations and Obligations during Emergencies
- Practice Guideline: Preventing Nurse-To-Client Transmission of Blood Borne Virus and other Communicable Disease
- Infection Prevention and Control Self-Study Course
- Hand Hygiene from Alberta Health
- Best Practice Guideline for Workplace Health and Safety during Pandemic Influenza
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